Introduction
Software requirements engineering is the most critical part of the entire software engineering. Compared with traditional industrial engineering, a software requirement has the following features: ambiguity, uncertainty, subjectivity and variability. In the software development process, the requirements change throughout the entire life cycle of the software project [1] . Generally speaking, appropriate changes of the requirements will not only improve a more perfect system, but will enhance the quality of the software requirements specifications and software products. However, many uncontrolled changes will cause many fatal problems in the software development process [2] . Therefore, it is urgent and necessary to provide a flexible and efficient management strategy to eliminate the inconsistencies caused by the requirements changes.
At present the logic-based technology is widely recognized to eliminate the requirements inconsistencies [3] . A l c h o u r r o n, G ä a r d e n f o r s, and M a k i n s o n [4] proposed that the priority-based idea could eliminate the requirements inconsistencies [4] : the new requirements always have higher priority than the old ones, using new requirements to replace the old ones could eliminate inconsistencies. G a r c e z et al. [5, 6] proposed using the combination of the cycle reductive inference and inductive learning to eliminate the inconsistencies of the requirements specification. They believe that the development of requirements specifications must include revision and deduction: and using the cycle two-stage model represented by two phases that are composed of analysis and revision can eliminate the inconsistencies of the requirements and remain the main requirements goal and nature. B o o t h [7] proposed the use of a negotiation-based framework to eliminate the requirements inconsistencies.The introduction of the negotiation can help adjust the process flexibly, and ensures the elimination of the inconsistencies. K e-D i a n [8] , M u et al. [12] proposed a series of activities to manage the changes of the software requirements. In [8] they used the belief revision-based negotiation framework to eliminate the inconsistencies. In the negotiation framework, there are three schemes to deal with the requirements changes request: fully accept the request, give up the requirements request and partly accept the request. Their framework as a newer method for managing the requirements changes, has been widely recognized.
However, the current scheme and framework cannot manage the requirements changes flexibly and eliminate the requirements inconsistencies accurately. The project proposed in [4] by A l c h o u r r o n, G ä a r d e n f o r s, M a k i n s o n can always eliminate the inconsistencies, but the method cannot ensure that the new requirements are more reliable than the old ones, it has to replace the old ones with the new requirements, it cannot retain the old requirements and abandon the new ones, this method does not have flexible managing tools. The project proposed in [5, 6] by G a r c e z can eliminate the inconsistencies. But the process that combines the cycle reductive inference and the inductive learning is too long, and some correct requirements may be abandoned because of the different reasoning and learning methods, so this project cannot eliminate the inconsistencies accurately. The negotiation-based framework [7] proposed by B o o t h can manage the requirements changes flexibly, but the framework is a processing idea, it does not have a specific implementation scheme. The belief revision-based negotiation framework proposed in [8] by K e-D i a n et al. can adjust the negotiation process flexibly, but the framework can only handle the inconsistency caused by the single atom change, it cannot handle the complicated situation caused by multi-atom changes when changing the requirements and ensure the eliminating of the inconsistencies accurately.
Section 2 introduces the logical representation of the requirements specification and the definition of the requirements inconsistencies. Section 3 explains the idea of the compromise and builds a compromise-based negotiation framework to eliminate the requirements inconsistencies. Section 4 gives a case study of the software engineering to prove the efficiency of the method. Section 5 gives a contrast experiment to prove the flexibility and validity of the proposed method. Section 6 compares the relevant work done at home and abroad, summarizes this paper and comes up with the future work.
Preliminaries
The requirement priority is the order to be achieved of the requirement in the software development life cycle. Generally, the division of the priorities is based on the property, quality, degree of importance, degree of urgency of the requirement and the relationship between the requirements. The common division method divides the requirements into several groups that have priority. For example: the theory of Analytical Hierarchies (AHP) [13] and the Quality Function Deployment (QFD) [14] . Generally, most division methods divide the requirements into threelevel priority [1, 15] and five-level priority [16] . This paper gives the concept of the requirement priority as follows:
The priority order 2 l are more preferable than the requirements with priority 3 l . That is, the requirements with priority 2 l have higher priorities than the requirements with priority 3 l . This paper will use the priority order 3 L to handle most issues, though it is not the most flexible one, the priority order has a wide range of representation.
The definitions of requirements inconsistencies vary in software engineering [1] . The logic-based work considers the requirements inconsistencies as logical contradictions. This paper defines the logical contradictions as requirements inconsistency [6] : Consider a requirements set S, if a ∃ , and (
then there is inconsistency in S. Namely, a a ∧ ¬ is inconsistency, denoted as ⊥ .
A compromise-based negotiation framework
In requirements engineering, the final complete set of the system is composed of the results that classify, sort, merge and revise the requirements set proposed by the customers and eventually form the final requirements set. Inconsistency must not exist in the system set. The compromise is a negotiating strategy and its purpose is to avoid a deadlock in the negotiating process, thus contributing to the success of the negotiations.
In order to get satisfied and reasonable results, the framework proposed in this paper completed the negotiation process, in which at least one party makes concessions, and eliminated the inconsistencies existing in the system. Through the following sections, this paper creates the negotiation framework.
Logical representation of users' requirements
The classical logic-based language in the representation of the requirements is very popular at present [3, 17] . Though different symbols and tools can be used to express the requirements in each phase of the software development process, the first order logic without a free variable can always indicate the inconsistencies of the requirements set [3, 8] . This paper uses the first order logic language without function symbols and existential quantifiers to represent the consistency of the requirements set. Let 0 L Φ be the set composed of a logical language, such as the classical atom 0 Φ and logical connectives{ , , , } ∧ ∨ ¬ → , then it can be used to express a natural language. Thus, the negotiator 1 ' C s requirement and 2 ' C s requirement can be expressed as logical symbols, and get the requirements set S and T . Example 1. The Access Control System is widely used and known. Literature [8] gave the requirements text of a small Access Control System, the requirements text is very normative and has already been used many times as a requirements instance. The specific description is as follows:
a. The requirements specification of the Access Control System of an area which manages parking is as follows: The car is not allowed to enter the residential area without a specific permission. The car is allowed to enter the residential area with a specific permission. The situation when a car tries to enter the residential area without a specific permission will trigger the alarm. If the alarm is triggered, the owner of the car will not be able to press the button for entering the residential area again.
b. The requirements specification of the Access Control System of an area which manages the fire engines is as follows: The fire engines are regarded as emergency vehicles. The emergency engine is allowed to enter the residential area without a specific permission. In addition to the emergency engines, the others are not allowed to enter the residential area without a specific permission.
The following symbols used to indicate the natural language and the logical representation of the requirements set are given in Table 1 . Use a predicate symbol Ent( ) x to denote x can enter the residential area. (3) Use a predicate symbol Ala( ) x to denote that if x tries to enter the residential area, the alarm will be triggered. (4) Use a predicate symbol Push( , )
x y to denote x pushes the button y . (5) Use a predicate symbol Eme( ) x to denote x is the emergency engine. (6) Use constant entr to denote the button for entering the residential area. (7) Use constant fire _ e to denote the fire The priority equivalence relation is necessary when dividing the set. In this paper the priority equivalence relation R is defined as follows: Definition 1. There is given the priority order The equivalence classes set for S is:
{ , , } S Δ = Δ Δ Δ , and a possible division is:
The equivalence classes set for T is: The problem domain refers to the scope of the problem, the internal relation among the problems and the logical possible space [18] . In this paper the interpretation set of the system set is the problem domain set. Here the interpretation set of the formulas set is given as follows: Definition 2. R is a formulas set, then the atoms set ( ) G R is the union of the atoms sets of all the atoms in R , and the interpretation set ( )
, where a is an interpretation, U is a formula.
Example 3.
A formulas set { , } R a a b = ¬ → , then the atoms set ( ) G R is { , } a b , the interpretation set ( ) A R is {00,01}. Thus, this paper sets up the system set Sys, its interpretation set as the problem domain set ESys. Set the initial value of the system set Sys as all the atoms appeared in the negotiation, and the initial value of the problem domain set ESys as the interpretation set of the system set Sys.
Set the negotiation order and define the solution set
The compromise ideology refers to one or two making concessions to come to an agreement. According to the compromise ideology, both of the negotiators can extend their own solution set in the problem domain, and get an agreement after concessions, finally complete the negotiation.
1. Set the negotiation order: As mentioned in 2.1, the requirements with higher priority are more preferable than the requirements with a lower priority. If the negotiators use the dynamic division method: they need to divide their own requirements priorities once again when negotiating, use a more reliable negotiation method: choose their own highest priority requirement to negotiate. So the negotiation process will be more flexible, the negotiation result will be more reasonable.
Thus in this paper, both negotiators re-divide their own requirements priorities when facing each negotiation, and the equivalence classes 2. Define the solution set: In this paper we define the formulas set which meets the interpretation set, the relation ( , ) = > on interpretation, division operation ( ) • and the result set as follows: Definition 4. R is a formulas set, ( ) A R is the interpretation set, then the formulas set ( ) R A R which meets the interpretation set ( ) A R is:
, where U is a formula, a is an interpretation.
Definition 5. R is a formulas set, then the elation = and > on interpretation
, a b is an interpretation respectively. Definition 6. Given a formulas set R and an interpretation set E , then the division operation 
Then get the result set under 1 Δ by the use of the division operation 1 Esys Δ •
And the result set under 
Sys Sys ESys ESys
= − ∪ = + + = − ∪ = = ∩ = ∪ Δ ∪ ∇ = ∪ Δ ∪ ∇ 0, 0, a b tr ture = = = [ ] [ ] m n S i T j ∩ = ∅ [ ] [ ] m n W S i T j = ∩ ( ) ( ) m n Sys Sys W W = ∪ Δ ∪ ∇ ( [ ] ) ( [ ] ) m n S i T j ≠ ∅ ∩ ≠ ∅ ( ) ( ) m n Sys Sys ESys ESys = ∪ Δ ∪ ∇ , a tr falses + + = [ ] [ 1] [ ] m m m S i S i S i = − ∪ , b tr true + + = [ ] [ 1] [ ] n n n T j T j T j = − ∪ tr true =
A case study
Automated Clearing System is a management system for clearing the goods in a mall with computer-aided control. At present, most of the exits in the shopping mall in our country are installed with an Automated Clearing System. Among them, the requirements of the mall managers and the requirements of the customer are shown in Table 2 . Using logic symbols express the problem: 1. cash checkout expressed as a ; credit card checkout expressed as a ¬ ; line up checkout expressed as b ; a discount expressed as c . The functional logic symbols that the shopping mall managers and consumers need to implement are shown in Table 3 . L ,we divide S and T for the first time, and they are divided as follows:
Set Sys { }, set ESys {111,110,101,100,011,010,001,000} = ∅ = . Then the negotiation is as follows:
With the use of 1 ESys Δ • we get: T − ∇ again, the division result is: we get: The entire requirements specification can be translated from a logical language into natural language descriptions as shown in Table 4 . (1) customers are required to use a card and enjoy a discount (2) if customers line up, then they get the chance of a discount (3) if customers do not line up, then they do not get the chance of a discount (4) If customers use a cash checkout, then they enjoy the discount (5) if customers use a card checkout, then they enjoy the discount (6) If customers use a cash, then they do not have to line up As we can see from Table 4 , after negotiations, in Mall Automated Clearing System requirements there does not exist any inconsistency, which proves the efficiency of the method proposed.
Contrast experiment
In order to verify the proposed processing architecture flexibility and accuracy, we designed experiments and compared them with a framework of eliminating inconsistencies processing proposed by [4] and [8] .
The experimental environment is restricted so that the two parts of negotiating are the same, our method selects a different inconsistencies problems, using the framework proposed in this paper and the architecture proposed in [4] and [8] to test.
According to [8] , Table 5 gives two groups of problems to be processed, Table  6 shows the comparison of results of three different processing architectures. The experimental results show that the proposed architecture can flexibly give all solutions for all types of inconsistencies (questions 1, 2). The architecture proposed by [4] can only give a solution for all types of inconsistencies (questions 1, 2). Although the architecture proposed by [8] can give some solutions for inconsistencies (question 1), it cannot accurately resolve all types of inconsistencies (question 2).
Considering the results of the process, the proposed processing architecture based on a compromise and negotiation framework is flexible in eliminating an inconsistency and can lead to a complete result, and keep accuracy.
Therefore, the experiment proved that the compromise ideas based framework is more flexible compared to priority-based processing architecture proposed in [4] , and more accurate compared to the negotiating framework based on belief revision proposed in [8] . M a k i n s o n [4] proposed a priority-based idea to eliminate inconsistencies. This method did not take into consideration the situation that the new requirements may be wrong and the old be more reasonable. Booth proposed that a non-priority based negotiating framework can be used to eliminate the requirements inconsistencies in [7] . But this scheme proposed a processing thought and a processing framework, it did not realize a specific flow. K e-D i a n et al. [8] proposed a complete framework based on the negotiation revision to manage the requirements changes. However, the framework may not be used to deal with the inconsistencies arising from complex requirements, it has great limitations when facing the actual requirements inconsistency problems in software engineering. Aiming at the requirements inconsistencies problems, this paper proposed a compromise-based negotiation framework to eliminate the requirements inconsistencies: First the software requirements are expressed by a logical language, then the scope of the problem domain is confirmed by the use of a system set according to the priority order, finally the requirements inconsistencies are eliminated. It presented the complete process of handling a case and proved the flexibility and accuracy of the proposed framework through a contrast experiment. In future studies we will consider joining a reasonable method for dividing the priority orders and a better scheme for managing the requirements changes.
